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3 NEWS@USU
Earlier this year, Evette Allen made
a magazine’s “30 Women to Watch”
list. Now, with the surprise still settling in, the student life director at
Utah State University Eastern says it
is “just motivation to continue” the
work she loves and to carry on the
hope she has to “inspire people along
the way.”
5 NEWS@USU
With key areas in Utah’s geography
providing “a natural laboratory,” USU
scientists have been detailing the process by which CO2 emissions are collected and injected into underground
reservoirs. Their findings have been
published, making now the perfect
time to find out more about carbon
capture storage.
22 REPLICATING

CONSTRUCTION,
ESCALATING
UNDERSTANDING
The painstaking work of excavating a
Freemont pithouse afforded anthropologist Timothy Riley and his boss,
Ken Carpenter, time to consider what
it would take to actually build such
a shelter on their own. Their extracredit efforts are now paying off in
deeper, reality-based understanding
while offering up an important
story to tell.

14
MARK COOK: HOOVER DAM THRIVES
ON “ENGINEERING THAT STILL GOES
ON TODAY” 14

Since its earliest inceptions, people around the world have
been rightly fascinated with the sacrifices, stories, history,
scale and production abilities associated with Hoover
Dam. But USU alum Mark Cook reminds us that much of
that legend is still being built today. “… To do retrofits of
the magnitude and on the scale that we are doing, requires
some pretty serious engineering,” he said. And Cook
should know; his office is right in the middle of it all.
ON THE COVER

Manager Mark Cook ’07, within what is usually his office view
and just beyond the reach of up to 45,000 pounds of water
pressure per square foot at the base of colossally captivating
Hoover Dam. Jared Thayne photo.
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Stepping into a Fulbright Without
Going Bananas

Evette Allen of “30 Women to Watch” fame.

A Woman to Watch
Keep your eye on Evette Allen, Utah State University Eastern
student life director, says Utah Business magazine. She made the
publication’s “30 Women to Watch” list for 2016.
Allen has distinguished herself over the two short years she
has been working at USU Eastern by helping the college refine
its focus on diversity. She firmly believes that all things multicultural in an ever-diverse world create a welcoming and learning
environment that is essential to any college campus. No surprise
then that within months of joining the USU Eastern campus in
Price, she spearheaded the development of a Center for Diversity
and Inclusion. Already, the new center has increased diversity
trainings, workshops and events for faculty, staff and students,
including an annual diversity conference, now in its second year.
The 30 women that Utah Business magazine recognized work
in a variety of fields, but what they share in common, according
to the magazine’s May 10 issue, is that each woman brings to her
organization “a wealth of experience, expertise and vision.”
Allen says she was surprised to receive the award because she
did not even know she had been nominated.
“After it settled in, I was honored and thankful that someone
thought enough of me to nominate me for such an awesome
award,” she says. “Overall this is just motivation to continue the
work I do and I hope to inspire people along the way.”
She holds bachelor’s and master’s degrees in communication
studies from Arkansas State University and North Texas and a
doctorate in higher education from the University of Denver.
Her recent projects include research on racial micro-aggressions
experienced by students of color in student affairs graduatepreparation programs and research on the effects of a support
program for women of color in doctoral programs.
— John DeVilbiss

No matter how you peel it, fruit flies like a banana and English
teachers must try their best to help non-native speakers make
sense of it all.
That is a challenge that Maria Luisa Spicer-Escalante accepted in her new role as a Fulbright Scholar. She will share her
expertise in teaching English as a foreign language at a university in Mexico with a name equally challenging to non-Spanish
speakers: Universidad Autónoma de Chiapas (UNACH, or
Autonomous University of Chiapas in Mexico).
Spicer-Escalante is an associate professor in linguistics and
Spanish and co-director of the master’s of second language
teaching program, both in the College of Humanities and Social
Sciences at Utah State University. As a Fulbright-García Robles
scholar, she will help her UNACH colleagues create a new master’s program in applied linguistics.
The Fulbright Scholar Program, overseen by the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs,
awards approximately 800 teaching and research grants each year.
Fulbright awards, said Dean Joseph Ward of the College of Humanities and Social Sciences, are “selected on the basis of their
accomplishments and also on their potential to build long-lasting
relationships internationally.” As such, the Fulbright is a “tremendous distinction in recognition of her programs.”
Spicer-Escalante travels to Mexico in September for an
orientation, with the bulk of her work taking place from January
to May 2017. UNACH, a public university enrolling 21,000
students, is located in the city of Tuxtla Gutierrez, capital of Chiapas. The state shares a border with Guatemala and is Mexico’s
top banana-growing region.
Buena suerte with those flying bananas, professor!
— John DeVilbiss

Fulbright Scholar Maria Luisa Spicer-Escalante.
FALL 2016 I UTAHSTATE
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Keeping a Lid on Carbon Storage
Effective carbon capture and storage or
“CCS” in underground reservoirs is one
possible way to meet ambitious climate
change targets demanded by countries and
international partnerships. But are current
technologies up to the task of securely and
safely corralling buoyant carbon dioxide
(CO2) for at least 10,000 years — the
minimum time period required of most
agreements?
Across the globe, several pilot projects
exist for CCS, the process by which CO2
emissions are collected and injected into
underground reservoirs, but upscaling and
demonstrating the process will work over
the long term is a topic of active research.
“Nature may provide some answers,”
says Utah State University geologist Jim
Evans, who, along with USU alum Elizabeth Petrie MS’03, Ph.D.’14, Moncrief
Chair of Petroleum Geology at Western
State Colorado University, participated in
an international research project. Led by
England’s Cambridge University and Shell
Global Solutions, the project is aimed at
assessing geological formations able to effectively contain carbon dioxide emissions.
The team published findings in the
July 28, 2016, edition of Nature Communications. The USU researchers’ participation in the study, funded by Royal Dutch
Shell, was also supported by a U.S.
Department of Energy Basic Energy Sciences Grant.

“Storing carbon dioxide underground
is a challenge because CO2 is less dense
than water, exerts upward pressure, corrodes surrounding rocks and escapes,” says
Evans, a professor in USU’s Department
of Geology. “Yet, natural carbon dioxide
sequestration occurs and, with the study,
we set out to discover the characteristics of
areas where secure storage is possible.”
For several years, the team’s research
has focused on an area of southeastern
Utah, where Evans says a natural laboratory exists to study the long-term interactions between CO2, water and rocks.
Located near a fault, the site’s natural
and human-caused CO2 emissions can be
studied from a minute to 400,000-year
timescales. The current paper examines
the result of a scientific drill hole in the
area’s Carmel Formation, a sandstone
caprock about five miles south of Green
River, Utah.
“The Carmel caprock features
sandstone and fine siltstones overlying
an aquifer naturally charged with carbon
dioxide,” says Evans, who received USU’s
D. Wynne Thorne Career Research Award
in 2014. “Our collaborators from Tennessee’s Oak Ridge National Laboratory
and Germany’s Jülich Center for Neutron
Science analyzed reservoir fluids from the
drill hole, along with continuous drill core,
using neutron scattering to determine the
variations in the chemistry of the rocks.”

Evans and Petrie helped to design
and coordinate the drilling and students
from USU participated in the coring and
water sampling.
“Water samples were obtained from
depth and this sampling was tricky,”
Evans says.
Shell’s Niko Kampman, the paper’s
lead author, used a device lowered in the
drilling hole to capture the water and dissolved CO2 and keep it at pressure until
samples could be analyzed in laboratories
in Europe.
The team then used computer
modeling of the chemistry measured in
the water, gas and rock to determine the
naturally altered caprock’s effectiveness in
trapping carbon dioxide. They found it
provided a barrier-forming zone in which
minerals dissolve, react with carbon dioxide and precipitate and clog pores.
“These geochemical reactions occur
at the nanopore level and create a very
tight seal and, at the study site, retained
carbon dioxide much longer than expected,” Evans says. “Our findings reveal
important insights about the feasibility of
storing carbon. Our work suggests that in
natural systems, the CO2 may move very
slowly in rocks and that effective seals are
possible in some CCS scenarios.”
— Mary-Ann Muffoletto ‘95 MA
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Once considered annoying neighbors, beavers and the dams they build
are being welcomed back throughout the West, where landowners are
seeking ways of keeping water on the land longer and through less
expensive means. Photo courtesy of Jeremy Jensen.
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Leaving It

Beavers

To

With Their Extended
Ranching History on Utah’s Dry Rangelands,
the Tanner Family is Returning to USU for
Lively Expertise in Holding
Water Longer

Since the 17th century beavers have struggled to find safe places to build
their homes. Initially they were trapped extensively because of the popularity of beaver fashions

in Europe. Then settlers began moving west and building homes and towns close to streams and rivers. Since beavers were considered annoying neighbors due to their tendency to cause flooding and
remove trees, the trapping continued.
But in many areas of the American West, the beavers’ 400-year-old struggle is now fading,
thanks in large part to their ability to keep water on the land in an inexpensive way.
Throughout the hot, dry western states, landowner attitudes are shifting, leaving beavers
increasingly more welcomed. While beavers are
starting to be tolerated within city limits, where
devices have been installed that prevent them from
clogging road culverts or irrigation systems, they
are now also being reintroduced in rural areas
where the benefits of beaver dams far outweigh the
inconveniences.
One such place is the Della Ranches, owned
and operated by the Tanner brothers Blaine,
Brent ’88 and Jay ’83 in the northwest corner of
Utah. The Tanner family has been ranching in
west Box Elder County for six generations. The
upcoming generation is preparing to carry on the
ranching tradition, too; Jay’s son is currently earning a degree in agriculture.
FALL 2016 I UTAHSTATE
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Grouse Creek,
Utah, rancher
Jay Tanner
rides his horse,
“Widowmaker,”
out of narrow
river bottoms on
family land. Tanner
has shared his
expertise in sage
grouse issues in
Washington, D.C.,
and is now leaning
on scientists
from his alma
mater to possibly
reintroduce
beavers to improve
riparian areas.
Jared Thayne
photo.

When Jay Tanner ’83 saw the potential benefit of beavers, he
drove to Utah State University and met with multi-disciplined
scientists and researchers who have experienced success in
restoring streams with beavers in the west.
8 UTAHSTATE I FALL 2016

The Della Ranches consist of 17,000
private acres and 175,000 acres of state
and federal leased land. According to the
Leopold Conservation site, “The Tanners
are responsible for conservation efforts on
192,000 acres of grazing and farmland.”
The ranch is located in a remote part
of the state. It has some of the best intact
sagebrush habitat in Utah with strong
populations of sage grouse and mule deer.
Through their conservation efforts the
Tanner family hopes to make the land
sustainable for ranching, wildlife and native vegetation.
But finding a sustainable water supply is an ongoing concern for the Tanner
brothers.
“Annual precipitation (of the Grouse
Creek Watershed) is less than 12 inches
with the bulk of moisture coming either
as snow or as rain during April and May,”
says the Partners of Conservation website.
In any given year, the effects of climate change may cause the snow to melt
earlier and the streams to drain sooner. As
things are, once the snow melts and the
rain falls, there is no way to prevent the
water from flowing off the land.
“Since I married Jay 28 years ago
there has been a decrease in water and
moisture,” says Diane Tanner ’79.
With these concerns, the Tanners went searching for ways to provide
sustainable irrigation water to their ranch
and other ranches in the area. “I have
been looking for strategies to hold the
water for use later in the season,” says Jay
Tanner. “I considered building a reservoir or pond but it would be expensive,
require quite a bit of maintenance and
permits. Beaver dams, on the other hand,
are inexpensive, sustainable, and selfmaintained.”
Kent Sorenson, habitat biologist
from the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources (UDWR) described the financial
benefit of the beavers, “When beavers
manage the dams, our operation and
maintenance costs go to zero — they
do all the work. They are 24/7, 365-day
maintenance crews that don’t need a
Corps of Engineers 404 permit.”
When Jay Tanner saw the potential

benefit of beavers, he drove to Utah State
University and met with multi-disciplined scientists and researchers who have
experienced success in restoring streams
with beavers in the west. “I was surprised
how much information they had about
the streams on my ranch,” says Jay.
“They wanted to do additional research
on beaver restoration so the timing
seemed right.”
After further discussions with the
university, the Tanners entered into a
multi-year partnership with USU and
UDWR to reintroduce beaver to their
range lands.
In the executive summary of the
project it says, “The restoration project
is unique … as its aims extend beyond
just the local restoration of an individual
watershed. The project is aimed at demonstrating how beaver might be used as a
restoration agent on working ranch lands
and help to restore late-season flows,
which in turn support a host of restoration benefits.”
These additional benefits include,
“reintroduction of native cutthroat trout,
improving brood-rearing habitat for sage
grouse, expanding riparian habitats for
the benefit of many upland species and
improving the forage production.”
“If you live in the desert they tell
me these riparian areas along the streams
are as biologically diverse as a rainforest.
When you think about it, those little
streams are pretty important for a whole
bunch of species, wild and domestic,”
says Jay Tanner. “There are a lot of good
reasons to encourage the beaver to come
back into the system, so I was encouraged
to get in contact with the people at Utah
State University.”
During a project like this, the
rancher’s support is essential. “One of
the most important partners in a riparian
restoration project is the livestock permitees,” says Carol Evans, fishery biologist,
Bureau of Land Management, who has
been working on desert riparian restoration projects for 30 years.
Assessing the physical characteristics
of the streams was an initial step in the
research.

Kimbell Creek, as it runs
through Tanner ranch lands
in western Box Elder County,
where bringing in beavers
could also benefit multiple
upland species and improve
forage production. Photo
courtesy of Scott Shahverdian.
FALL 2016 I UTAHSTATE
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Nick Bouwes, USU Department of
Watershed Sciences, champions
the use of Beaver Dam Analogues,
structures to help beavers get started.
Photo courtesy of Jeremy Jensen.

“The posts are spaced about
one to two feet apart and go
all the way across the stream
and a short distance into the
flood plain. We then weave the
posts with willow branches so
you eventually have a woven
wall. Once the wall is secure,
we start to plug the base with
large rocks and mud the way a
beaver would build a dam.”
—Nick Bouwes

10 UTAHSTATE I FALL 2016

The first time Scott Shahverdian, a
researcher from USU’s Fluvial Habitats
Center, traveled to the ranch, he came
upon Jay Tanner herding cattle on horseback. Jay stopped his work and guided
the researchers to areas along the streams
he felt may be suitable for beavers.
“Our goal is to lengthen out the
streamflow,” says Diane Tanner ’79. “In
most of the streams, we never have water
all year long even in the best years, but if
we could lengthen the flow into June, or
later, it would be a great benefit to us.”
Once streamflows dry up in May, or
sometimes even April, the Tanners rely on
springs to provide water for the livestock.
“It’s not enough to grow crops but it
provides what the cattle need,” says Diane
Tanner.
After the streams were assessed, the
research team began developing the pilot
project to help determine why beaver
dams would work in some areas and not
in others. But the research will be on both
perennial streams, which flow all year,
and streams that dry up in midsummer.
There will be wide streams and shallow
streams, streams with large rock bottoms
and streams with small rock bottoms,
streams with steep bank and streams with
very little banks. All these differences play
into the outcome of beaver restoration.
“If we have a continuum of different
stream types we want to ensure we have a

little bit of each type in the pilot project
to see how they behave, says Shahverdian.
“If they behave differently, it’s important
to know what those differences are for
when we begin the larger effort. We are
not trying to learn everything, we just
want to limit the amount of uncertainty
and use that knowledge to temper and
manage our expectations of what is and
what is not feasible.”
This adaptive management style will
be used throughout the research — plan,
implement, analyze and adjust when
needed.
The successful reintroduction of beavers often takes more effort than simply
letting a family of beavers loose on a new
stream, especially if the riparian habitat
has dramatically changed since beavers
were last there. For instance, the stream
bank may have downcut to the point
where it has steep banks and is no longer
level with the floodplain. In situations
like this the researchers have to give the

USU researchers
and volunteers
construct a
beaver dam
analogue (BDA)
in Blacksmith
Fork Canyon.
Photo courtesy of
Jeremy Jensen.

beavers a little help to get re-established.
Once an appropriate location on the
stream is chosen, the researchers build a
Beaver Dam Analogue (BDA) which is a
structure similar to a beaver dam.
Researchers from USU’s Department of Watershed Sciences did a similar
project in Idaho and found the BDA’s
were essential to get beavers established
because deep-water refuge from predators was not found in the small creek
or that other physical characteristics of
the creek were no longer conducive for
beaver dams. “The beavers we released
were only found in the ponds created by
the BDAs,” says Nick Bouwes, adjunct
faculty member in the department.
“The structure itself is basically fence
posts pounded vertically into the bed of
the river using a hydraulic post pounder.
The posts are spaced about one to two
feet apart and go all the way across the
stream and a short distance into the flood
plain. We then weave the posts with

willow branches so you eventually have
a woven wall. Once the wall is secure we
start to plug the base with large rocks
and mud the way a beaver would build a
dam,” says Bouwes.
Another reason the BDAs are necessary is the loss of large trees from the
stream system. The beavers no longer
have the large materials to build with.
If the beavers build dams with small
materials, they can be blown out easily.
The BDAs give the dam the stability to
withstand strong water flows. So the best
combination for dam success is a beaver
building its home on top of a BDA.
Throughout the summer season of
2016 the research team will be building
BDAs on creeks that flow through the
Tanner lands.
If the project goes as planned, the
first family of beaver will be translocated
to the Tanner ranch in the not-so-distant
future.
UDWR will capture a few beaver

families, place them in quarantine for
a safe amount of time then release the
families beside newly built BDAs with the
hope that the beavers recognize the BDAs
as ideal places to build their new homes.
“It’s the conventional practice to move
beaver in the fall,” says Shahverdian. “That
is when they are more likely to build a dam
because of their need to prepare for winter.
The dam provides habitat, safety and a
place to stash food.”
Throughout year two, UDWR will
continue relocating beavers as needed to
develop a self-sustaining population within
the treatment areas on the Tanner lands.
Through subsequent years, researchers will continue monitoring the response
of the water and riparian habitat from the
larger-scale restoration treatments.
Experience has shown patience to be
an important component in beaver restoration research. The processes simply may
not happen overnight.
“We might see a new beaver dam over
FALL 2016 I UTAHSTATE
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Watch video:
http://bit.ly/USUbeaverdams

Utah State University faculty and students research
a large, natural beaver dam at Spawn Creek in
Temple Fork Canyon. (Above) Joseph Wheaton,
USU Department of Watershed Sciences, explains
how beaver dams can help to expand riparian
areas. Photos courtesy of Jeremy Jensen.

a short period of time, but the larger
objectives we are hoping to influence may
take a longer period,” says Shahverdian.
“If after one year we don’t see this lush
riparian area with a healthy fish community and more water downstream in
late summer it doesn’t mean it’s not worth
pursuing, we need to keep plugging
away. We need to stick with it and not let
discouragement get in the way.”
“Members of the Tanner family
are enthusiastic partners in this effort
and want this project to act as a demonstration project to give other landowners and wildlife managers confidence
proceeding with similar efforts. If the
demonstration project is successful, the
implications are huge for instream and
riparian restoration throughout the state
of Utah as beavers are potentially an extremely cost-effective form of restoration
…”, wrote Joseph Wheaton, associate
professor in Watershed Sciences at USU.
If the results from restoring beavers
on the Tanner lands goes as anticipated,
within a few years the riparian habitat
will widen, the water tables will rise, the
forage will increase and — most importantly — the water will be held on the
range land for use throughout the late
summer and fall.
Nature, then, along with creeks that
have been a vital part of Tanner family
lands for some six generations, will both
be running their course.
— Shauna Leavitt ’06
FALL 2016 I UTAHSTATE
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Mark Cook at Hoover Dam’s power plant, far
below his office windows. Jared Thayne photo.
(Right) Monitoring core terrazzo samples under artist Oskar J.W. Hansen’s Winged Figures
of the Republic on the crest of Hoover Dam.
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POWER TRIP
Mark Cook’s Colossal Leap From
Student, USU, to Manager, Hoover Dam

Mark Cook is waiting for someone on the public plaza on the crest
of Hoover Dam — 726 feet above bedrock level on the Colorado River, where the

unabating Nevada desert becomes Arizona’s. Beveled stars in the terrazzo underfoot are
depicted in perfect, Sept. 30, 1935, dedication-date alignment, just in case any future
civilization dares wonder when this monument to ingenuity actually came into existence.
A million-plus people this year alone will also ponder the colossal scale of human aspiration here. They’ll try to fathom the strength of the facility’s machinery, its staggering volumes of concrete, its installed nameplate capacity of 2,074 megawatts of hydro-generated
electricity and its life-sustaining value of 28,537,000 acre-feet of water it pushes back into
Lake Mead — the equivalent of about two years worth of average Colorado River flows.
Like any discerning summer visitor to Hoover Dam — where today’s temperature
will top a lip-shriveling 115 degrees Fahrenheit — Cook floats in and out of the shadows
behind immense black, polished bases on either side of the plaza’s flagpole, upon which
stand the iconic 30-foot bronze works of Norwegian-American artist Oskar J.W. Hansen.
The artist himself once compared his Winged Figures of the Republic — their massive, Lshaped wings lifting the eye boldly heavenward — to the pyramids of Egypt, calling upon
the figures to express “the immutable calm of intellectual resolution, and the enormous
power of trained physical strength, equally enthroned in placid triumph of scientific accomplishment.
“To them also was given the vital upward thrust of an aspirational gesture…” Hansen wrote.
It’s precisely the kind of artistic bravado and fearless engineering Hoover Dam continues to symbolize today.
The original builders of this place, representing the gamut of humankind in seemingly inexhaustible diversities of race, creed, education, skill level and socio-economic
class, knew from the start their undertaking would change our nation far beyond the
availability of water and generated power. They seemed to know it would endure as a
testament to their power and to their spirit, that it could speak to what is possible when,
together, we dare to shove dreams into action. They knew it warranted their best available
efforts in engineering, manual and skilled labor, art and politics.
Journalist Tom Brokaw once told the History Channel, “The Hoover Dam is a
statement of what America is all about. A statement that ‘nothing is too big to take on,’
and ‘we’re going to change this country.’ And for those workers to build something as
monumental as Hoover Dam was an astonishing feat of construction.”
Brokaw remembers peering down Hoover Dam’s cascading arch of concrete in all its
immensity as a 10-year-old boy, looking down into the waters of the Colorado far below
and wondering how such a structure could ever have been built. The experience, he says,
afforded a certain keepsake epiphany.
“I had a little keener sense of what people at that time had in mind for this country,”
Brokaw says.
This morning, Mark Cook, wearing a black sport coat and matching fedora, has
an even keener sense of what Hoover Dam’s original builders had in mind. He lives it
everyday. “There’s still a lot of engineering that goes on today,” he says. “There was a huge
design engineering effort on the front end, but still, to do retrofits of the magnitude and

“There’s still a lot of
engineering that goes on
today … to do retrofits of the
magnitude and on the scale
that we are doing, requires
some pretty serious engineering
in and of itself.”
— Mark Cook, manager,
Hoover Dam

FALL 2016 I UTAHSTATE
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Hoover Dam was designed and built by a
diverse workforce, Native American workers
from various tribes included.

Looking down across the crest
of Hoover Dam from the Nevada
side.

Interior Secretary Sally
Jewell, right, tours
Hoover Dam on the
Colorado River. Hoover
Dam photos coutesy
Bureau of Reclamation.

on the scale that we are doing, requires
some pretty serious engineering in and
of itself.”
Cook views everything Hoover Dam
represents as more of a continuous chain
of historic achievement and accomplishment, in which he considers himself
“one link.”
“And it’s something I don’t take
lightly because yes, the people who have
gone before me have done a good job
building and maintaining this facility,”
Cook says. “And I want to continue to
do a good job so that I can hand it off to
someone else to continue to do a good
job and have it be a reliable source of water and power for the Southwest … long
into the future.”
A product of both Utah State
University and what was once known as
the College of Eastern Utah (now USU
Eastern), Cook’s business card underscores his link to the dam and to what
historian H.W. Brands deems this “…
symbol of America’s know-how. A symbol
of America’s persistence and optimism
even amid the Great Depression.”
Fittingly the little bright card speaks
towering volumes, reading simply, Mark

Hoover: Some Big Dam Wonder
Concrete gravity arch design: not
anchored to the canyon walls
(floats in keyways cut into each
canyon wall.)
Height: 726.4 feet
Crest length: 1,244 feet
Crest width: 45 feet
Base width: 660 feet
16 UTAHSTATE I FALL 2016

Volume of concrete: 3.25 million
cubic yards, or 6,600,000 tons
(enough to pave a 3-inch deep,
18-foot wide highway from San
Francisco to New York City.)
Concrete still “curing:” Life span
of concrete estimated at 2,000
years.

A shift change
on the concrete
forms of Hoover
Dam in the
1930s.

R. Cook, P.E. (Professional Engineer),
Manager, Hoover Dam.

WORKING WONDERS

Across the two-lane crest of the dam from
its plaza are two elevators that descend
like Art-Deco time pods deep into Cook’s
unique world below. Outside the elevators are the spots from which Brokaw
and millions of other visitors muster their
perspective-altering peeks over the rim.
Inside, emerald green floors featuring
geometric shapes defined by bold, precise
lines evoke the Great Depression era and
style of Hoover Dam’s becoming.
And once the elevator doors reopen,
it’s easy to feel swallowed up by the
enormity of the rooms inside the dam,
wherein is found a pair of bridge cranes
overhead, large enough to handle a railroad car, or the rotor of one of the dam’s
main generators, weighing approximately
560 tons. But Cook explains the facility
has its share of unique, inaccessible and
quirky spaces as well, spaces that complicate simple projects like painting, or
that heighten the ever-present concern for
safety.
“We have a fire and rescue brigade

Four diversion tunnels: blasted and
bored through canyon walls, two
each in Nevada and Arizona.
Tunnels are 56 feet in diameter,
lined with a 3-foot thickness of
concrete, for a finished inside
diameter of 50 feet.
Construction began in 1931; last
concrete poured in 1935.

Laborers
secured
by rope on
the face of
the dam to
complete work
in the 1930s.

here at the facility, because we have quite
a few confined spaces and we’re just far
enough away from Boulder City- and
Vegas-help that if we get someone who
breaks their leg or something, we want
to be able to get them out quickly,”
Cook says.
The team of volunteers is also
trained in fire rescue and once made
Cook “kind of an honorary member for
the day,” which resulted in something
that most people couldn’t even dream up
on a well-plotted bucket list: the opportunity to rappel down the entire face of
Hoover Dam, to become a tiny, descending dot on one of the seven civil engineering wonders of the world.
Cook’s job is like that sometimes. A
couple of years before he’s promoted to
manager, Pres. Barack Obama is in Las
Vegas preparing for the 2012 debates with
Mitt Romney. The president decides he
wants to take a break, maybe see Hoover
Dam, and the next thing everybody
knows, the Secret Service is combing the
entire facility to secure what is hardly just
another tour. Or, Cook escorts LeVar
Burton from TV’s Reading Rainbow
around the dam, providing background

information for a future episode. Or,
Cook is asked to use a teleprompter for
his first time ever, when multi-national
mega corporation Daimler hires out the
face of the dam in an after-hours product
launch for a new, self-driving truck.
“They spent, I don’t know how
much money to make it happen, but
they had multiple projectors …. using
the dam as a movie screen in part of the
presentation,” Cook says. “They flew in a
bunch of people from Europe and had a
big to-do that night … and it was lots
of fun.”
“It’s not uncommon for us to have
members of Congress, or Supreme Court
Justices … we get quite a few VIPs who
like to come see the dam,” Cook says.

96 recorded industrial fatalities;
the first, a USGS surveyor who died
on December 22, 1922. The last was
the surveyor’s son, who died on the
same date, 13 years later.

Commendations: National Historic
Landmark, National Historic Civil
Engineering Landmark and one
of America’s Seven Modern Civil
Engineering Wonders.

Location: Black Canyon near Las
Vegas, but closer to Boulder City,
Nevada.

Commercial generating units: 17

A MONUMENTAL ARC

Cook is now walking down a long, institutional hallway inside the dam, coddling
that fedora he says he wears in memory of
his grandfather, Robert Orme, who was
an inspiring, hard-working potato farmer
in St. Anthony, Idaho. Open office doors
on the left reveal jaw-dropping views of
the concrete-steel composite arch, Mike
O’Callaghan — Pat Tillman Memo-

Installed nameplate capacity: 2,074
megawatts
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rial Bridge, itself a modern-day feat of
engineering spanning the gorge some 900
feet above the Colorado. As part of the
Hoover Dam bypass project, construction
on the bridge fuels the curiosity of countless webcam viewers from around the
world beginning in 2005. The fascination continues until the bridge opens in
2010. But Cook watches the duration of
the project taking shape outside his office
windows, which overlook the river, the
bridge and the plant below.
On the opposite side, in that interior
hallway, hang dozens of black and white
framed photos celebrating an uninterrupted timeline of early Hoover Dam
history. It’s another, era-specific, sensory
experience in time travel. They are all
there: dignitaries, dedications, laborers
and visionaries. One photo shows the
early row houses of Boulder City, Nevada,
which blossomed speedily in the desert
right alongside Hoover Dam to house
the thousands of workers who flocked
to the site on the mere rumor of steady
work during the Depression. The Bureau
of Reclamation — Cook’s modern-day
employer — built housing in Boulder
City in 1931 and 1932. Current residents
continue to enact charter amendments to
keep growth contained, in order to maintain its quintessential small-town feel.
It’s precisely the reason Cook and
his wife, Lara, decide to raise their four
kids in Boulder City, he explains while
pointing to a home in the original photo
that became his family’s first home here.
Having both been raised in Price, Utah,
and then making a move to Logan as
newlyweds, Boulder City allows the
Cooks the opportunity to raise their kids
under that familiar, small-town vibe they
relish. And it doesn’t hurt any that Cook

says he copes with the heat of a Boulder
City summer far better than he does the
cold of a Logan winter.
With only a cursory glance around,
the large office on the face of Hoover
Dam seems the perfect fit for Cook. The
monumental scale of everything that
surrounds him easily welcomes his own
educational background and ongoing selfexpectations to do better. In high school
he knocks out college credit through
an electronics program, shortly after,
he enrolls in the pre-engineering curriculum at the College of Eastern Utah.
While securing his electrical engineering
degree at USU — along with a minor in
mathematics — he undertakes a utilities
internship with Reid Olsen in Utah State
University Facilities.
One summer, between semesters
at USU, Cook dedicates himself to an
internship at a coal-fire power plant in
Huntington, Utah, which proves to be “a
great experience” that solidifies his deep
desire to be involved in the power sector,
but also pushes him toward the cleaner
aspect of hydropower. When a job listing
at Hoover Dam pops up on usajobs.
gov during his last semester as a student,
Cook says he jumped at the opportunity.
“… The simplicity and kind of the grandeur of Hoover Dam itself … being able
to work at such a magnificent facility was
really enticing to me,” Cook says.
A month after graduation, Cook’s
own history is launched at one of America’s most enduring symbols of dogged determination and undeniable achievement.
In January 2007 he begins as an electronics engineer at Hoover Dam, working
with controls of its 17 mammoth generators and with its SCADA (Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition) systems.

In August of 2010 he is promoted to
Engineering Group Supervisor, working
with the facility’s electrical engineers,
mechanical engineers, civil engineers and
engineering technicians. In January 2012
he becomes Chief of the Engineering
Office, a position “more externally facing
to work with other parts of the organization,” Cook says. And in March of 2015,
he is placed over all of maintenance,
operations and the apprentices — and the
Bureau of Reclamation prints new business cards once again, reading: Mark R.
Cook, P.E., Manager, Hoover Dam.

Operation and maintenance: still
solely supported with revenues
from power sales.

steel pins — inserted from inside
the penstock and pressed into
position with hydraulic ram.

Lake Mead maximum depth: 		
498 feet

Height of all generators: (except
A-8 and A-9) is approximately seven
stories, each weighing about
2,000 tons, requiring 65 railroad
cars of material to construct.

Approximately 272 pins per
penstock joint; 149,600 pins in all
of the penstocks.

Four main penstocks: 30-feet in
diameter, connected by friction-fit
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Lake Mead: Hoover Dam’s reservoir,
is American’s largest man-made
reservoir.

THE ENORMITY OF THINGS

Cook’s is a big job at a very big, very
mission-critical place. One of the first
things that hits any visitor to Hoover
Dam right between the eyes is the aweinspiring sense of scale it produces in
everything, from the concrete gravity arch
dam itself — which is not anchored, by
the way, and floats in keyways cut into
each canyon wall! — to the newer, Francis turbines that power the generators, to
the 30-foot diameter penstocks through
which water from Lake Mead is squeezed
into the generators.
“That’s one of the things it takes
a little while to get your head wrapped
around,” Cook says, “because we talk
about a project and we’ll say, ‘you know
we need to go paint something,’ and we’ll
say, ‘great, let’s go paint something,’ and
you get out there and remember how big
it is and before you know it the cost estimate is over a $1 million dollars. There’s a
bit of a learning curve to realize how big
things really are here and how to work on
that scale.”
But that’s actually part of Cook’s
ongoing fascination with Hoover Dam

Lake Mead can store 28.5 million
acre-feet of water, nearly two years
of the Colorado River’s average
annual flow.
Provides irrigation to more than
one million acres of some of
America’s richest crop lands and
nearly half a million acres in Mexico.

and the thrill the job brings him that he’s
sure won’t be evaporating any time soon.
Within the bowels of Hoover Dam, Cook,
his colleagues and visitors alike still find
wonder around every corner, whether it’s
manufacturing name plates on original
machines from the 1930s, or electricians
shaping new conduit to place over tunnels
drilled and blasted in the canyon walls, or
the mammoth, on-site machine shop that
makes new parts and is able to hoist and
service many custom things the plant might
need — including the large Francis turbines
that spin at 180 RPM inside those celebrated generators.
Is there a particular area or measurement or thing that still humbles him?
Cook admits to having more than a
handful of favorites. But, he says, he’s had
a couple of unforgettable days supervising
work on or in or around the penstocks.
“These penstocks are pretty unique,”
Cook says, with the floor rumbling underfoot and with plugs jammed in his ears.
“I’ve had the opportunity to go in them a
couple of times (while they are empty, of
course, for maintenance, which involves
coating with epoxy the boiler-plate steel
both on the interior and on the exterior to
preserve the critical piping system in perpetuity) and it’s just incredible to be inside a
pipe that big.”
To illustrate, Cook opens a fire-extinguisher-like glass case on the wall and pulls
out a sort of mushroom-shaped, soda-cansized pin-like thing. He gestures to the towering penstock on the other side of a thick,
observation window and begins pointing
out the multiple pins holding the penstock
joints together. They are friction-fit steel
pins, inserted from inside the penstock and
pressed into position with a hydraulic ram.
He hands the sample over to guests, who are
Meets the domestic water needs of
more than 20 million people.
More than 1 million people take
tours each year. Millions more drive
across dam.
In June of 1998, with all jet-flow
valves open, a maximum release
from the dam was achieved of
approximately 75,000 cubic-feet of
water per second.

The rotor from generator unit N-6
is suspended overhead shortly after
being pulled on July 31, 2014. The
rotor has 40 electromagnetic pole
pieces, where charring was found
(see top), a result of a stator failure
that ejected particles and smoke as
temperatures spiked inside.

1,951,000 kilowatts have been
marketed, with 4,527,001,000
kilowatt-hours of contingent firm
energy under contract to 15 entities
in Arizona, Southern California and
Southern Nevada. Contracts are
30-year term and will expire at
midnight, September 30, 2017.
Source: U.S. Department of the
Interior Bureau of Reclamation

View from the crest: the power
plant, Colorado River and the
Mike O’Callaghan — Pat Tillman
Memorial Bridge.
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shocked at the heaviness of such a reasonably sized piece of Hoover Dam history.
These things must weigh a dozen pounds
each or more. And dam trivia points to
there being approximately 272 pins per
penstock joint and nearly 150,000 total
pins in all of Hoover’s penstocks.
Even the little things here feel big.

ON THE JOB

One of the first jobs Cook dives into
upon his arrival at Hoover Dam, is
updating its technology. There are now
touch screens throughout the plant where
plant operators can monitor pretty much
any measurement they desire. And on the
wall in Cook’s own office is mounted a

fittingly immense flatscreen that appears
to detail the pressure on every valve and
the efficiency of every system in the plant
… in real time, of course.
It’s why he considers the fourth floor
of the power plant as another area akin
to his prized penstocks, where things just
seem to make absolute sense and there exists a level of perspective and inspiration
that somehow centers his own place in
Hoover history.
“The fourth floor of the dam is
where a bulk of the controls are. And
that’s where I spent a lot of time as a
young engineer getting those installed,”
Cook says, “and so walking by those cabinets and that project really kind of fills

Hoover Dam jet-flow gate testing,
June 11, 1998: A maximum release
of approximately 75,000 cubic feet
per second was achieved.
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me with a sense of pride. The contract
had already been awarded; the vision was
already set. I came on at the implementation phase, but it became integral to my
time and efforts here.”
The forthcoming regular maintenance season for Cook and his crews
includes replacing the fifth of five
wide-head turbines, which have helped
to improve the dam’s power-producing
efficiency. He’ll also be overseeing the
replacement of a pair of the dam’s main
unit breakers, which again, at Hoover’s
scale, is no simple matter.
“There’s a breaker that connects a
generator to the grid, which is a little
more than your typical breaker you see on
your house,” Cook says. “It ends up being
a pretty substantial piece of equipment
to be able to break the flow of that much
electrical power.”
There are myriad other projects
scheduled, too, inspections to make and
testing to conduct. And unplanned work
might also arise to demand Cook’s full
attention.
“It’s one of those deals where it feels
like there is always more to do than we
can get done,” Cook says.
“And there will be stressful times,
particularly when we’re doing a maintenance activity and we find something that
we didn’t expect that has the potential of
throwing off the whole schedule,” Cook
says. “There are a lot of coordinated
pieces that are sequenced out and the
timing is pretty critical on them, so yeah,
figuring out ways to adjust schedules
and meet time lines, or to adjust around
timelines that have to slip can be kind of
stressful.”
Hoover Dam is also showing its
age, Cook says, and nature continues to
demand the Bureau of Reclamation’s full
attention.
“We’re replacing quite a bit of piping. A lot of the equipment is in need of
some pretty big maintenance or outright
replacement, so there’s that aspect,” Cook
says. “There’s also the fact that we’ve been
in an extended drought for a number of
years and that’s created some challenges
with our operation because the turbines
that were originally installed are designed
to operate expecting a higher lake. With

the lake being lower, there’s less pressure
on the turbines and it’s not their ideal
operating points.”
But worry over all those challenges
and more can be temporarily washed
away, says Cook, when a single project
goes precisely as planned.
“So the reward is the culmination
day when we bring a generator or something back from an overhaul, after taking
it apart and getting all the way into the
insides of it, and doing the machining
work and the inspection work and the
electrical work and having to put it all
back together … on the day that we spin
it back up for the first time … that is
really satisfying,” Cook says, “… a really
fun day.”
And good days — like every other
thing associated with the plant — just
seem to get amplified in scale, much like
Cook’s gratitude for the bold aspirations
and energies of people, past and present,
who continue to shape the history and
the legacy that is Hoover Dam.
Cook remembers a media outlet
once analyzing what a Hoover Dam
would be like if we were to build it today.
With the original concrete base coming
in at 660 feet thick, the conclusion was
that any new dam would likely be taller
and most definitely thinner, that the
original dreamers and builders probably
over-engineered this heady project that
changed the way a nation viewed itself.
“I think they said that they would
build it thinner because they figured it is
three times thicker than it needs to be,”
Cook says, “ — which doesn’t bother
me at all, by the way. With my office
being on the face of the dam … I really
don’t mind!”
Mark Cook sits in his time-warp
office midway up Hoover Dam. A black
fedora rests in one corner, an immense
flatscreen hangs on the opposite wall. A
canvas-wrap of his young, Boulder City
family anchors it all while unfathomable
pressure surrounds him.
And Mark Cook thinks he probably
has the best dam job in the history of
our nation.
— Jared Thayne ’99

Mark Cook, deep inside the facility at Hoover
Dam, on the balcony overlooking the Arizonaside powerhouse. Photo courtesy Jared Thayne.

And good days
— like every other thing associated with the plant —
just seem to get amplified in scale, much like Cook’s gratitude for
the bold aspirations and energies of people, past and present,
who continue to shape the history and the legacy
that is Hoover Dam.
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Ken Carpenter, Utah State
University Eastern Prehistoric
Museum director and curator
of paleontology, shows off
the Fremont replica shovel he
fashioned to dig a pithouse.
(Right) A ladder leads to the
entrance atop the pithouse
Timothy Riley and Ken
Carpenter built for research.
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I M P O R T A N T

TO TELL

While Excavating a Fremont Pithouse, USU Eastern
Scientists Decide to Replicate its Construction.
Now the Depth of Their Reality and Understanding
is Escalating

Text and photos by
John DeVilbiss

On a quiet stretch off HWY 123, just outside East
Carbon, Utah, Timothy Riley, Utah State University Eastern Prehis-

toric Museum anthropologist, feels at home.
He is not in a particularly scenic spot — nothing near the splendid
granaries and pictographs of Nine Mile Canyon farther up the road — but
the same people who left their trace in that famous canyon at their peak 900
years ago did something even more noteworthy at this particular place: they
put down roots.
For Riley’s part, he put down stakes. The nondescript excavation site,
30 minutes east of Price, consists mainly of sagebrush and rice grass. The
area is mostly uninhabited, except for a sprawling waste storage facility a
half mile away. The irony is not lost on him. In fact, there is a bit of double
irony when he explains what the blue plastic strips are that are staked to the
ground next to the excavation site. They mark what he calls a decent abundance of Fremont trash, albeit bits and pieces.
These middens, or refuse sites, are little treasure troves containing a
scattering of tiny ceramic parts, stone tool debris, pieces of projectile points
and other “semi-important evidence for showing what’s beneath,” he said.
Important, because where ancient trash heaps are found, dwellings are not
too far away. In this case, 10 yards to the west. It is here the Martinez Pithouse site is beginning to emerge.
It was the curious way the rocks were piled at this location that first
caught the attention of Paul Martinez, a dentist in Price who also runs a
small cattle operation in the area around East Carbon. He asked Riley if he
would be interested in taking a look. It was a good hunch by the dentist.
What he stumbled upon was the remains of an old pithouse foundation.
It was no surprise to Riley that such a house once existed here, and no
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It was no surprise to Riley that such a house once existed here, and
no doubt many more close by. The Fremont people tended to live in
small communities and dwell in the same places where people today
like to live — out in the valleys. This particular pithouse is located
along an ancient floodplain — an ideal spot for Fremont farmers to
plant their crops and build their homes.
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doubt many more close by. The Fremont
people tended to live in small communities and dwell in the same places where
people today like to live — out in the
valleys. This particular pithouse is located
along an ancient floodplain — an ideal
spot for Fremont farmers to plant their
crops and build their homes. Canyons,
such as Nine Mile, hold treasures that
came later in Fremont chronology. They
were mostly summer places — a respite
from the heat and a good place to store
food for winter.
Riley began preliminary excavation
in the fall of 2015, ramping up efforts in

At a slow, tedious pace, Utah State
University Eastern anthropologist
Timothy Riley digs 40-square-inch
increments no more than four inches
deep to ensure excavation is done
right. (Above) Small logs become
pithouse roof beams, through which
branches are woven to form a sturdy
mound-shaped shell.

early spring of this year. The 538-squarefoot structure is roped off into smaller
4-square-foot sections. He hopes to uncover at least 129 square feet of the plot
before winter. It is slow, tedious work. He
digs in 40-square-inch increments that
are no more than 4 inches deep. He says
he only gets one chance at this and so
haste is never an option.
Already the site is beginning to take
shape. Riley has dug down deep enough
to find what appears to be compacted
sediment of clay plaster used for a bench.
In another section, a vein of charcoal-rich
sediment is slowly emerging from careful

brushwork, suggesting that this home,
like so many other pithouses, was burned
to the ground before being abandoned.
“I am coming out of the roof fall,
with some fairly large timbers, and into
the interior of the house in a couple
of units,” he says in an update. “I am
starting to encounter some interesting
artifacts such as a bone gaming piece
(something like a domino), a very small
bead and various stone tools.”
Typically, these ancient structures
— the main form of housing for the
Fremont people — are dug some 3-feet
deep by 12-feet around. Their roofs are
supported by four main beams held up by
an equal number of sturdy posts buried
two feet down. Small logs that comprise the roof beams are evenly placed
from main beams to ground around the
circumference of the circle. Branches and
willows are interwoven in perpendicular
and parallel directions to form a sturdy
shell that makes up the mound-shaped
roof. The frame is then topped off with
an adobe mixture of mud and grass to
bind and harden the roof strong enough
to eventually walk on.
A pithouse diorama at the USU
Eastern Prehistoric Museum brings to life
what these structures looked like inside.
It includes life-size mannequins, complete

with sound effects, of a Fremont family
awaiting a dinner cooking in a ceramic
pot over a small fire while a woman is
grinding cornmeal on a metate.
What makes the display feel so
real is its careful attention to detail and
accuracy — a reflection of the academic
attentiveness and continuous curiosity
of Riley, archaeology curator, and his
boss Ken Carpenter, museum director
and curator of paleontology. Both of
these scientists devote much time in their
respective fields puzzling through pieces
of the past found in the rocks and dust
of eastern Utah. Inevitably, an answer
to one question leads to another. They
know, for example, what pithouses look
like, but what did they feel and smell like
inside? Were they smoky? Were they cold?
Gazing through a window into the past is
great, but pithouses don’t have windows.
What they needed was an actual door to
climb through.
“We couldn’t find answers in the
literature,” Carpenter says. “We decided
we needed to take more of an approach to
reality and build a pithouse ourselves.”
So on June 22, 2014, in a fencedin pasture on Carpenter’s property, they
commenced to do just that. Twenty-four
days later on July 15, they finished up.
Other duties, such as running a museum,
FALL 2016 I UTAHSTATE
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kept them from being able to work
steadily on it, but it was enough time and
heat (temperatures soared to 102 degrees
during construction) for them to upwardly revise their original labor estimates
— and appreciation — for what Fremont
families had to go through to build these
structures.
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Today it stands almost extraterrestrial in the pasture, blending with the
vermillion soil among the alfalfa, thistle
and morning glory. Its inconspicuousness
merely adds to the wonder.
As you climb down into the room,
the shadows give way to a surprising
amount of light. The single hole at the

Another aspect of fire that intrigues Carpenter and Riley is how
common it is to find pithouses that had been burned to the ground,
such as the one Riley is currently excavating. Why is it that so many
of these structures succumbed to fire? Were they deliberately set
ablaze by raiding parties or was burning them down part of a ritual
when abandoning a home?

Ken Carpenter and Timothy Riley
sift through excavation material
in search of artifacts that might
deepen our understanding of the
Fremont people, who tended to
live in small communities. (Right)
Charred wood and ashes to study
may shed light on why pithouses
were commonly burned to the
ground.

top lets in just enough sunlight to cast
a pleasant golden glow about the cozy
quarters. A distinct and pungent aroma
greets your nostrils. Carpenter explains
that it is caused by fresh willows used to
bind the sticks and logs that make up the
roof. He says the willow meshing is used
to keep the adobe from falling through.

It does an equally good job at keeping the temperature down. Outside it is
84 degrees Fahrenheit, but a comfortable
68 degrees inside. Indeed, it would be
easy to get used to a place like this. Throw
down some bedding and get dinner simmering over a small fire and you’d be set
— even in the dead of winter. Carpenter
knows this because he monitored inside
and outside temperatures in one-hour
increments for the full month of June
2015, and then again in December of
that same year.
June outside temperatures fluctuated between 40-104 degrees, compared
to 65-75 degrees inside. In December,
when the temperature dropped to minus
4 degrees, it was a survivable 35 degrees inside, and that was without heat.
When the temperature further plunged
to minus 7 degrees, Carpenter placed a
600-watt heater inside to mimic a small
fire. It warmed the house to a relatively
comfortable 47 degrees. The same heat
source warmed the structure to around
60 degrees on another winter day when it
was 14 degrees on the outside.
“You can see it would not take
much to keep the inside of the pithouse
comfortable,” he says. “This does not even
consider what body heat would add.”
In addition to measuring temperatures by simulating heat from a fire,
Carpenter and Riley also wanted to know
how the Fremonts kept from smoking
themselves out. They knew they cleverly
used vent systems at the base of their
structures to pull in fresh oxygen, but
how efficient was the hole at the top for
drawing out the smoke?
FALL 2016 I UTAHSTATE
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To test this, Carpenter used colored
smoke bombs at various outside wind
speeds and at different times of year. The
smoke bombs proved that slight breezes
of 6-8 miles per hour in the summer
and 5 mph in the winter were enough to
effectively vent the smoke. By building a
scale model of a pithouse and placing it
in a wind tunnel, he was able to approximate what he witnessed with the smoke
bombs. It turns out that when wind
blows across a dome-shaped structure, it
creates a low pressure area over the opening — just enough to suck out smoke.
Another aspect of fire that intrigues
Carpenter and Riley is how common it is
to find pithouses that had been burned to
the ground, such as the one Riley is currently excavating. Why is it that so many
of these structures succumbed to fire?
Were they deliberately set ablaze by raiding parties or was burning them down
part of a ritual when abandoning a home?

Ken Carpenter, who went so far as to monitor both
interior and exterior temperatures of his replica
pithouse, peers down into what became his reality-based
experiment in science. (Right) Carpenter shows a model
of the exterior pithouse roof structure.

Answers to those questions continue to
elude them but come this fall, they will at
least be able to say, with some certainty,
what it takes to reduce one to ashes. They
now plan to set their creation on fire in
November, in the name of science, to determine how much effort it takes to ignite
and how long it takes to burn it down.
They already know a pithouse takes
a lot longer to build than what they
originally anticipated. They timed the
construction every step of the way. For
accuracy, Carpenter even built a replica of
a primitive wood-carved shovel that the
Fremonts likely used in digging out their
pits. Shoveling honors were bequeathed
to Riley. He began by breaking up the
compacted soil with a digging stick and
then shoveling through the loosened
earth with the dull wooden blade. It took
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about 30 minutes to remove 75 pounds
of soil before they brought in a backhoe
to do the rest (12 tons of soil in all was
excavated). It was just enough dirt and
time to extrapolate that it would have
taken at least 211 hours to do what they
did with the back hoe in just two hours,
not counting an additional hour to dig
the four postholes.
And that is just the pit.
“The biggest controlling factor on
time is not how long it would take to dig
the hole in the ground, but how far to get
resources, such as logs, willows and water
for the adobe,” Carpenter says.
It seems that close access to riparian
areas was not only necessary for Fremont
farming, but equally necessary for Fremont home-building, Carpenter says.

That is because these structures,
simple as they may appear, are comprised
of numerous materials that add up to
copious amounts of time when having to
find them and haul them out by hand.
For example, basing time estimates on a
15-minute walking distance, Carpenter
says it would take at least 56 hours for
one person to locate, prepare and haul
back the 112 poles and four upright posts
that were used for the reconstructed pithouse. Cutting, preparing and transporting willows: 32 hours. Tying the willows
onto the roof: 21 hours. Hauling 423
gallons of water for the adobe: 70 hours.
Mixing the adobe, adding the straw and
applying it to the roof: 94 hours.
When you tally it up, a staggering
485 man-hours are needed to build one
pithouse. So more likely than not, these

The seeds, animal bones and pieces
of tools he uncovers helps him to
paint a clearer picture of diets and
preferences. He knows the more
evidence he accumulates, the more
complete and compelling will be
his narrative of the family who lived
here 1,000 years ago.

structures were built with a lot of help
over several days.
“The number of actual days it would
take to build such a structure would
depend on how many hours per day was
expended with the pithouse, taking into
account the need to get food, care for the
crops, etcetera,” Carpenter says. “A couple
of weeks by a small band of several families per pithouse seems reasonable to me.
Of course any point in our calculations
can be quibbled, but ultimately, none of
this is really testable since we don’t have
any Fremonts living today in the traditional lifestyle.”
No quibbling, however, over the
fact that this would not have been some
weekend project by a lone Fremont. Riley
and Carpenter agree that a good deal of
cooperation was highly likely. Growing

seasons were relatively short and time to
these people, whose lifespan averaged only
30 years, was exceedingly precious. Mutual
cooperation would allow them to devote
more time to other survival needs such as
caring for children, planting crops, hunting and building food storage facilities in
nearby canyons.
For Riley and Carpenter, all the fresh
knowledge they are gleaning from the
reconstructed pithouse, combined with
their current work at an actual site, is helping them to fill in knowledge gaps, like
adobe on a thatched roof. The fact remains,
though, these two detectives are sleuthing
over a very cold case.
At this juncture, Riley has not uncovered a complete basket or pot at the Martinez excavation site, nor does he expect to,
despite his certainty that the area surrounding the site likely once held many more
artifacts than those found in Nine Mile.
The problem is that it has been picked
through by settlers for more than a century
now. Any jaw-dropping finds have likely
already occurred or have been slowly dismantled by rodents, wind and erosion.
Nonetheless, real evidence, however
small its form, still exists in abundance
and that is what keeps Riley, in his floppybrimmed hat, on hands and knees scrap-

ping and sifting. He knows the ashes he
finds points to the wood these Ancients
used for cooking and constructing their
houses. The seeds, animal bones and
pieces of tools he uncovers helps him to
paint a clearer picture of diets, preferences
and even free-time activities. He knows
the more evidence he accumulates, the
more complete and compelling will be
his narrative of the family who lived here
1,000 years ago.
“They have an important story I
want to tell,” he says. “This is a house not
that much different from houses today.
They were built by people, just like you
and me. They deserve our respect. They’re
human beings who loved and lusted,
fought and died — all the things that we
do today.”
To see photos of pithouse construction from start to finish: https://www.
flickr.com/photos/prehistoricmuseum/albums/72157644987472907/
with/24355670250/
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ALUMS of NOTE

1940s

1970s

Jack J. Rasumussen ’49 went directly
to work with the Soil Conservation Service after graduation. He completed three
county soil surveys, all in the state of
Washington and all published. He says he
worked his way up to State Soil Scientist,
retired and then went to work as a Certified Professional Soil Scientist. At age 93,
Jack, a resident of Spokane, now says, “I
loved all my work.”

1960s

Peter Kranz ’65 M.S., ’69 Ph.D.
was a visiting professor in psychology for
a month this summer at the National
Institute for the Mentally Handicapped,
Hyderabad, India.

Norman Zurn ’75, ’79 M.S., former
Student Relations vice president at USU,
published a couple of books last year,
Self-Realization: a Journey and 620 Ways to
Wake Up Your Bucket List. He recently became president of Four Seasons Outdoor
Resorts, a national program providing the
use of private recreational vehicles and
condo programs throughout America and
the world. He has been an adjunct professor at Salt Lake Community College in
the department of communications for
over 15 years.

1980s

After graduating from USU’s department of wildlife biology and specializing
Michael McMaster ’69
in fisheries,
has spent a life time — “off and on” —
working on developing methods for the
controlled and vertically integrated farming production of the Florida pompano.
Now, after 40 some years, he was recognized by the United Nations/ Food and
Agriculture Organization as the world
expert in aquaculture of the species. McMaster writes that he holds great memories and admiration for the education and
the USU educators that got him started
down his path. His youngest daughter,
Olivia, is starting her second year at USU
and enrolled in the wildlife department.
“A chip off the old block; how great is
that,” he says. “Olivia is spending her first
summer away from home working in the
greatest park in the world: Yellowstone.
While at Logan I too spent my summers
working in Yellowstone,” McMaster says.
At 71, McMaster says he’s not willing to
retire yet, but when he does, he’d like to
spend some time back in Logan, offering
his expertise in aquaculture to the USU
department that launched this entire,
fascinating journey.

Dr. Connie Young Stolworthy ’83
recently opened a private, nonprofit and
faith-based K-8 school, JOY Academy
of Southern Nevada. JOY Academy is
named in honor of her parents Keith
(’58, ’67 M.S.) and JoAn Olsen Young,
who raised 10 children on her father’s
teacher salary. Connie taught in the
public school setting for 18 years while
raising six children with her husband
Grant (also an Aggie), and now has the
distinct honor to have five of their 13
grandchildren as her students. About nine
years ago, she joked that she was working
on her doctoral degree so that after her
husband retired from the fire department they could retire to the middle of
nowhere in Idaho, where she could be the
superintendent, principal, teacher and
custodian of a one-room schoolhouse.
The new Academy may not be in Idaho,
but at least her husband is taking over
the Academy’s custodial duties! Connie,
who has been greatly concerned about the
direction of education in our country, is
thrilled to see JOY Academy taking shape
and looking forward to their first official
year to “empower students to become
lifelong, self-directed learners.”
Eric Bastian ’83, ’87 M.S., ’89
Ph.D., is the new vice president of industry relations at the United Dairymen of
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Idaho. He serves as a link between Idaho’s
dairy farm families, dairy food processors
and regional research universities. Before
joining United Dairymen of Idaho, Bastian served as vice president of research
and development for Glanbia Nutritionals and Glanbia Foods, where he built a
world-class team of dairy food researchers
and innovation experts. Prior to his role
at Glanbia, he was instrumental in building the Midwest Dairy Research Center
at the University of Minnesota, where he
started in a faculty position in the department of food science and nutrition and,
for six years, led a research team focused
on milk protein and enzyme chemistry,
processed cheese functionality and milk
protein fractionation. Bastian was born in
central Utah and raised on a dairy farm.
He earned a bachelor’s degree in dairy science and master’s and doctorate degrees
in nutrition and food sciences at Utah
State University. He spent one year as a
research fellow with the Danish Government Research Institute for the Dairy
Industry in Hillerod, Denmark. Subsequently, he returned to post-doctoral
work at Utah State University, which he
completed in 1992.

You Can
Be a Part of It
It’s now easier than ever to be a part
of Utah State magazine.
If you need to submit a name of a
loved one to be included in our In
Memoriam section, or procure a
little fame for yourself by sharing a
class note, or change your mailing
address, or make a change in your
subscription status, you can now
take care of it all at:
usu.edu/magazineupdate
And, if you’ve been guarding that
undeniably fascinating story tip you
think we should consider — the one
that may just set one of our future
issues soaring — please drop us a
note about that, too.
Happy ready and updating.
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1930s

		
Phyllis Bahen (Flamm) ’35 Att, Oct. 17,
CA
Edward L. Barrett, Jr. ’38, Aug. 4, OR
Molly Crane (Hansen) ’39 Att, Jul. 15,
CO
Grace J. Smith (Jennings) ’39, ’61MS,
May 29, CA

1940s		

Jack Anderson ’48MS, Jun. 18, UT
Wilma G. Anderson ’47, Apr. 24, CA
David Clarence Bacon ’42, ’47MS, 		
May 27, UT
Jean Binnie ’49, ’64MED, May 15, UT
Phyllis Bowman (Erickson) ’49, 		
Aug. 11, ID
Dean L. Bunderson ’44, Jun. 14, UT
Robert C. Choate ’48, May 29, UT
Dean S. Cook ’49, Aug. 1, UT
George W. Cornia ’48 Att, May 13, UT
Elaine Ellen Cornwall (Prince) ’47 Att,
Jun. 11
Bette Cowley (Baker) ’49, Jul. 27, UT
Keith Ercanbrack ’46MS,’49, Aug. 22, UT
Helen Evans (Baugh) ’46 Att, Jun. 25, CA
Margaret E. Fackrell (Binnie) ’47, 		
Jul. 18, UT
Peggy Flamm (Marble) ’49, May 9, UT
Ben E. Fowler ’44 Att, May 23, UT
Melvin J. Glenn ’47, ’52MS, Jun. 12, WA
Ethelyn Dickson Graham ’46 Att, 		
May 11, UT
Robert B. Hanseen ’47, May 23, UT
Betty Wright Heath ’48 Att, May 27, UT
Dean R. Hicken ’41 Att, May 15, UT
Gale M. Jensen ’49, Jun. 3, UT
Kay D. Johnson ’49 Att, Jun. 7, UT
Vern E. Klippert ’41 Att, Jun. 16, ID
Jeane P. Larsen ’44, ’73MS, Jul. 21, UT
Lavern J. Lindsay (Jeppson) ’45 Att, 		
Jul. 23, UT
Arlo Reid Marcusen ’49, Jun. 24, UT
Calvin R. Maurer ’49, May 19, VA
Floyd W. Merrill ’49, Aug. 9, ID
Ray W. Peterson ’49, ’50, Jun. 3, UT
Gordon E. Porter ’43, Jun. 11, AZ
Aldus Reeve (Moser) ’42 Att, Jun. 5, UT
Rex Taylor ’49, Jul. 17, UT
Rosaland Thornton (Bergeson) ’47, 		
Aug. 26, UT
Jack H. Walther ’43 Att, Apr. 10, NV
Ann Adams Watts ’47 Att, Jun. 21, UT
Grant B. Wiser ’49, May 1, UT

1950s		

Donald K. Allen ’59, ’74MS, Jul. 6, UT
Ferrin Allen ’57, ’67MS, May 17, UT
Warren M. Allen ’57, Jun. 10, UT
Dean C. Andrews ’54, ’59, Aug. 12, UT
Lloyd M. Barker ’50, May 6, UT
Allen E. Bauer ’52, ’68MS, May 30, UT
Ana Mae Bender ’55 Att, May 23, OH
James L. Bishop ’51, Jul. 13, UT
Shoro Budo ’55, Aug. 2, NV
John B. Caldwell ’53, May 24, UT
George R. Chlarson ’50, May 25, UT
Dwain R. Clark ’51, Jul. 28, UT
Eulalia P. Combe ’52, Jun. 24, UT
Gerald M. Cooper ’59, ’61MS, Jun. 17,
UT
Beryl Gunnell Cornum ’56, Aug. 26, UT
Ralph Downs ’51, Aug. 20, UT
John G. Duke ’53, Jun. 12, MT
Norman R. Farr ’55 Att, Aug. 11, UT
Daniel Favero ’51, Jun. 24, UT
Marlin A. Fife ’51, Jul. 8, UT
Darrell G. Firth ’56, Apr. 29, UT
Lyman Fluckiger ’58, Jun. 21, ID
James K. Forsey ’54 Att, May 5, UT
Grant L. Freeman ’51 Att, Jun. 15, UT
Marilynn M. Gabettas (Kammerath) ’57
Att, Jun. 6, ID
Wallace L. Gibson ’53, Aug. 11, UT
E. Park Guymon ’57, ’65PHD, May 19,
UT

Dee P. Halls ’52, Apr. 19, AZ
Norman V. Hancock ’51, ’55MS, 		
May 18, UT
Quint A. Hart ’58 Att, Aug. 21, UT
Harold E. Heninger ’50, May 7, UT
Carlene Herring (Pace) ’56, ’72MED,
Jun. 9, ID
Bevan J. Higbee ’57, Jul. 20, UT
Douglas S. Huber ’54, ’58MS, Jul. 11, NV
Ione Nelson Jasper ’58 Att, May 30, UT
Leona Joyce Johnson (Howard) ’55, 		
May 9, AZ
George M. Jolley ’51, Feb. 22, UT
Janean Jolley (Call) ’57 Att, May 7, UT
Ted W. Jolley ’54, Jul. 31, UT
Boyd T. Jones ’54, Jun. 25, UT
Lois Laree Jones (Christensen) ’56, 		
May 8, UT
Fred W. Kiefer, Jr. ’50, Jul. 31, UT
Alton E. Larsen ’55, Jul. 1, ID
Charles D. Lind ’58, May 25, ID
Neils C. Little ’51, Aug. 13, UT
Richard B. Major ’58, May 23, UT
Joanne McKenna (Todd) ’57 Att, 		
May 25, UT
David R. Mead ’58MS, Jun. 9, ID
Ashel R. Mellor ’55, ’59MS, Jul. 8, UT
Evan Merrell ’57, ’60MS, Aug. 18, ID
Jerry A. Morris ’57, May 30, UT
Eldon L. Murley ’51, Jul. 18, WA
Calvin L. Nelson ’51, Aug. 26, UT
Sterling L. Newton ’50, May 10, UT
Darrell H. Nish ’59, ’65MS, Jun. 14, UT
Kathryn H. Nord ’52, Aug. 21, CA
Donald P. Oberacker ’56, Jun. 29, MA
Lynn Oldham ’51 Att, May 22, UT
Larry G. Olsen ’52 Att, May 2, NV
Robert D. Petersen ’51, May 29, UT
Daryl Eugene Peterson ’50, ’61MS, 		
Jun. 3, UT
Lyn Prestwich ’57, ’59MS, Jul. 30, UT
Barbara Ann Price (Wagstaff) ’59, 		
Aug. 5, UT
Luana G. Richards (Green) ’51, Aug. 29,
UT
Lee Robison ’50, Aug. 26, UT
Bonnie Rodriguez (Lugibihl) ’51, Jun. 6
Hortense L. Rodriguez ’51, Jun. 6, AZ
Glenn Sayer ’52, May 4, ID
Marion Schvaneveldt (Budge) ’52, 		
May 11, UT
Mary Louise Seamons (Madsen) ’52 Att,
Aug. 9, UT
Gerald R. Sherratt ’53, ’54MS, Jul. 8, UT
Leon S. Simister ’51 Att, Aug. 28, UT
Duane E. Slaugh ’58, May 15, UT
Marvin J. Sorenson ’52, Aug. 17, AZ
William H. Stones ’58, Jun. 21, CA
Keith Dee Taggart ’51, Jul. 2, UT
Milford R. Wamsley ’55 Att, Jun. 1, ID
Carl Wankier ’52, Aug. 26, UT
Leon H. White ’53, Jun. 9, UT
Ross S. White ’53, Aug. 14, UT
Kenneth J. Wilde ’57, Aug. 17, WA
Garth W. Wilkes ’58, Aug. 16, UT
Lee S. Williamson ’52, May 8, UT
Marlin P. Woodland ’50, May 16, UT

1960s		

Kent A. Bishop ’63, Jul. 12, UT
Ladonna Broadhead (Noyes) ’62, 		
Jun. 14, UT
Garry E. Bryan ’62, Oct. 1, WA
Doyle L. Butler ’61, Aug. 24, UT
Joseph Paul Capener ’64, Apr. 24, CA
Janice Ciarus (Funk) ’64, Aug. 14, UT
Harlan W. Clayton ’65, Apr. 26, ID
Max L. Cooley ’62, May 26, UT
Larry Snow Coombs ’61, Aug. 11, UT
Rena Curtis Corbridge ’61, Aug. 30, UT
Morris E. Crisp ’66, May 16, UT
Reed G. Crockett ’63, Jul. 30, UT
Nancy D. R. Crofts ’61, May 14, ID
Tex Crosby ’61, Jul. 15, UT
Terry A. Dallin ’65, May 18, UT

Linda Dallon ’64, Jul. 15, UT
Jerry A. Davis ’63, May 2, UT
Richard Orvil Davis ’68, Jun. 25, UT
Edith Duersch Despain ’62, May 5, UT
Gary R. Dierks ’62, Jun. 27, NV
Marion E. Dunn (Eskelsen) ’62, 		
Aug. 16, UT
Kurt Eatough ’65, ’67MS, May 25, ID
Glen M. Eliason ’62, May 31, UT
Kathy Ewell (Abrams) ’68, Jul. 13, UT
Carol Felt (Peterson) ’62, Jun. 13, UT
Ronald D. Firth ’60, Aug. 27, UT
William F. Fisher ’67, Aug. 14, UT
Jerry S. Gardner ’66, Jun. 13, ID
Kay F. Gardner (France) ’62, Aug. 7, UT
Eloise Griffiths (Watts) ’66, May 3, UT
Dewey Leroy Haeder ’63, Apr. 28, ID
Charles H. Hawley ’64, Jun. 22, CO
Donald F. Hoggan ’68, Jul. 17, CA
Richard K. Hutchins ’62, Aug. 1, UT
Vernon R. Kalvestrand ’68MBA, 		
May 13, CA
Susan H. Kemp (Heiner) ’64, Jun. 19,
UT
Marlo J. Lamb ’64, May 14, UT
Dale Leatham ’68MS, May 31, ID
Terry Leavitt ’69, Aug. 25, UT
Anita G. Leininger (Glasgow) ’64, 		
Apr. 12, NE
Joseph A. Levie ’64, Jun. 26, UT
Jacqueline R. Mason ’65, May 18, UT
Michael L. Maughan ’66, ’69MS, 		
’71EDD, Jun. 4, UT
Linda Larsen Miller (Larsen) ’62, 		
Jul. 31, UT
Sterling John Morris ’61, ’69MS, 		
Jun. 9, UT
Baty W. Morrison ’61, May 8, UT
Wayne S. Murdock ’62, ’67MS, 		
Aug. 29, UT
Charlotte L. Nelson ’64, May 22, UT
Richard D. Payne ’64, Oct. 23, ID
Richard W. Perkins ’61, Jun. 21, UT
Maxine Z. Perry ’63, Jul. 2, UT
Charyl Cordon Price ’65, Jul. 30, ID
Calvin Rasmussen ’62, Jun. 26, UT
William John Roberts, Jr. ’69,
Jun. 14, UT
Gene R. Roskelley ’68, Jun. 11, UT
Charles W. Rudd ’68, Jun. 20, UT
Gordon Arthur Russell ’63, ’79MED,
May 23, UT
Henry H. Schilder ’68, Aug. 23, PA
Larry R. Shurtliff ’64, ’68MS, Jun. 6, UT
Dennis L. Smuskiewicz ’69MED, 		
Jun. 29, NV
William Merrill Stirling ’60, ’70MS, 		
Jun. 27, UT
Ralph L. Thompson ’67, ’69MBA, 		
Jun. 29, ID
Diane Vance ’60 Att, Jun. 1, UT
Donald G. Williams ’68 Att, Jul. 30, UT
John W. Williams ’67 Att, May 22, UT
Paul James Williams ’63, Jul. 21, CA
Vanez Budge Wilson ’62, May 25, UT
Beth M. Zohner ’64, ’69MED, 		
Aug. 12, ID
			
1970s		

Sherry D. Allred ’71, Aug. 4, UT
Roy Dale Ashby ’74, Jun. 27, UT
Marcia S. Beach ’76 Att, Jun. 3, UT
Bryce D. Bennett ’71MS, ’73PHD, 		
Aug. 1, UT
James W. Bingham ’72, May 4, UT
Claron Dale Bjork ’79PHD, Aug. 5, UT
Phillip N. Brierly ’70, May 11, IL
Barbara Jean Carlton (Beck) ’73, 		
Jun. 6, UT
Hugh Mabee Cooke ’73MMA, Jul. 1,
CA
James Jonathan Durrant ’79 Att, 		
May 10, UT
Verdean Eggleston ’76, Jul. 6, ID
Doris H. Flink ’73MED, May 25, ID

Reece L. Glines ’73ME, May 23, UT
Alys Hansen Gordon ’79 Att, Jun. 12,
UT
Michael E. Greear ’73 Att, May 16, OR
Lon C. Green ’74MS, Sept. 13, MI
Michael G. Jensen ’77, Jun. 25, UT
Milton D. Jensen ’71, Aug. 6, CA
Rolayne Jensen (Erekson) ’74 Att, 		
May 8, UT
Leona H. Jirak ’78 Att, Aug. 25, ID
Bruce L. Jorgensen ’74, Jul. 6, UT
George C. Ku ’73EDD, Jul. 14, CT
Graham D. MacDonald ’70, May 27,
NV
Carolyn Beth Mellor ’72, Jun. 11, WY
Deeann E. Michaelsen ’73, Aug. 11, UT
Betty Jo Miller (Maughan) ’71, 		
Aug. 11, NV
Steven W. Miller ’71, Aug. 8, WI
Larry K. Nelson ’74, Aug. 9, UT
Karen L. Nielsen ’71, Jun. 6, NV
George R. Perkins ’78, Jun. 19, UT
Max H. Rose ’72MMA, Jun. 17, UT
Donald Lee Russell ’75, Jul. 20, UT
Anna Jean Skeen ’71, May 19, UT
Diana L. Stengel (Foy) ’74, Jul. 18, CO
Dale B. Stewart ’72 Att, May 4, CA
James L. Thompson ’71, ’75MBA, 		
Jun. 6, CA
Ron N. Topik ’72, Jul. 19, UT
Ellen Nicholson Walker ’76, ’95MED,
Jul. 19, UT
Jeffrey Earl Walker ’74 Att, May 10, UT
Verna I. Wall (Wood) ’71, Apr. 27, UT
Kristine Wasson (Davidson) ’74 Att, 		
Jun. 26, WA
Christine W. Webb ’77 Att, Aug. 4, UT
Mona P. Wilding ’71, Aug. 26, ID
Charles T. Williams ’74MS, Jun. 11, UT
James Valden Wood ’75 Att, Jul. 26, UT
		

1980s		

Nadine Bateman (Castlemain) ’89, 		
Jun. 17, UT
Carolle A. Bell ’87PHD, Aug. 10, UT
Linnay Petersen Bourne ’87, Jun. 17, UT
Gary E. Draper ’82, Jul. 2, UT
Kendall Dye ’84, Jul. 17, ID
Dianne Leigh Gray ’84MED, Aug. 15,
MT
Marvin M. Hambleton ’85 Att, 		
Jun. 30, UT
Mark U. Heagren ’87, Jun. 20, UT
Rex C. Herron ’85PHD, Jul. 1, TN
Bruce G. Iverson ’80 Att, May 19, UT
Karrie Ellen Jardine (Jardine) Jul. 2, UT
Kathryn Lambson ’86, Jun. 3, UT
Janis Tolman Newton ’80, Jun. 12, UT
Tammy Rauzi ’87, May 2, UT
Anna N. Sato ’87MED, Jun. 14, UT
June D. Skollingsberg ’82, Jul. 27, UT
David F. Squire ’88, May 22, UT
Blane Steinmetz ’88, May 18, OR
Bradley K. Summers ’82, Jun. 23, UT
Michael A. Walsh ’85 Att, Jun. 26, NY

1990s		

Sara Ashby ’91, Jul. 6, ID
Lanette Carlson (Perry) ’92, Jul. 1, UT
Eric J. Gunderson ’96 Att, Jun. 18, UT
Lewis D. Harper ’96 Att, Jun. 23, UT
Bryan L. Hashimoto ’93, Aug. 13, UT
Erik H. Jensen ’91 Att, May 4, WY
Ben Jones ’92, May 26, UT
Richard W. Jones ’98MSS, May 7, UT
Vance Ross Keller ’95, Aug. 20, UT
Karen Luthi ’93, May 22, UT
Alden Martinez ’92MSS, Aug. 18, UT
William Isaac Miller ’95MSS, Jun. 18,
ID
Dale Henry Petersen ’94MSS, Jul. 2, UT
Rebecca Ann Schofield ’99, Jul. 4, ID
Robert H. Shelton ’93MS, Jul. 17, UT
Imelda Vargas ’99, Jun. 19, UT
Bryan Donald Whitemarsh ’97, Jun. 2, WA
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2000s		

Mitzi Bray ’08 Att, Aug. 20, UT
William G. Hornberger ’00, ’10MED,
Apr. 30, UT
Richard D. Johnson ’00, Jun. 18, AZ
Randall C. Jones ’01, Jun. 24, ID
Matthew Kelvington ’00 Att, Aug. 22, UT
John P. Krutsch ’02MED, May 6, UT
Tyler L. Roberts ’06, May 18, UT
Stacie A. Rodgers ’07MED, Jul. 5, UT
Cindy J. Smith (Jensen) ’00 Att, Jun. 21,
UT
Steven Charles Wall ’08 Att, Jul. 5, UT

2010s		

Benjamin J. Berntson ’14, Aug. 25, UT
Rondo Jack Biggs ’16 Att, Apr. 28, WY
Amanda Marie Caseiro Jun. 22, NJ
Julie A. Cook ’14, Jul. 1, UT
Frank Marino De Leon Compres 		
Jul. 18, UT
Solomon Ryan Duley ’15 Att, Aug. 14,
UT
Alec M. Erazo ’16 Att, Jun. 13, UT
Christine Fairbourn ’13 Att, Jul. 2, UT
Mark R. Hancock ’12, Aug. 22, UT
Robin K Lowrey ’15 Att, Aug. 4, UT
Sandon Riley Marshall Jun. 1, UT
Amy Jean Marx ’10, May 30, UT
Aaron Myers Jun. 19, TX
Travis Frank Randall Jun. 17, UT
Andrew S. Rawlins ’10 Att, Jun. 19, UT
Mary W. Schaelling ’14, May 1, UT
Matthew Stevenson ’16 Att, May 22, HI
Cali M. Trunnell ’14 Att, Jul. 1, UT
			

FRIENDS

Gary Abercrombie Jun. 27, ID
Barbara Erickson Andersen Jul. 8, UT
Elvin M. Anderson Aug. 29, UT
Ruth Anderson Aug. 15, UT
Mary L. Archibald May 11, UT
Neil Hazen Ashdown May 22, UT
Bruce B. Ballif May 18, UT
Pat Bendall May 16, UT
Robert F. Bennett May 4, VA
Reed Benson Aug. 24, UT
Richard E. Beus Jul. 31, UT
Patricia Blackburn May 19, UT
George R. Blake Aug. 11, UT
Ronell Brindell Aug. 6, TN
Garry Bulow Jul. 15, UT
Wilfred Craig Burrell May 10, UT
Lance Carter Jun. 1, UT
O. Rex Child Jul. 20, UT
Michael Childs Aug. 14, UT
Elosia Christensen Aug. 9, UT
Gary L. Christensen Apr. 30, UT
Dale L. Clare Apr. 30, UT
Bonnie Clawson May 9, UT
Kathy P. Colombo (Prazen) Apr. 3, AZ
Jennie Colosimo Aug. 2, CO
Evan R. Cramer Aug. 24, UT
Rex Crosland Jul. 1, UT
John Davis May 15, UT
Ralph Degn Aug. 27, UT
Lori Dominy Jun. 15, UT
Richard Dority May 31, UT
George Draper Jun. 23, UT
Chad D. Durfee Aug. 20, UT
Steven D. Ellis May 11, UT
Gloria T. Evans Aug. 5, UT
Marilyne Evans Aug. 6, UT
William K. Farrar III Aug. 12, UT
Peter Fillerup Aug. 18, UT
Joel Fonnesbeck Jul. 13, WA
Kurt K. Fornoff Jul. 8, UT
Dellalee M. Forsgren Jun. 2, UT
Richard Forsgren Jun. 13, UT
Ray L. Fowler Jul. 2, UT
Melvin Fullmer May 11, UT
Fred Gailey May 23, UT
Dixie Geisdorf Aug. 13, NV
Annilee Griffin Aug. 23, UT
Quinn Morris Guymon Jun. 1, UT
Roy Hackwell May 16, UT
Verl H. Halverson Jun. 2, UT
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Linda Kay Hancey Apr. 30
Larry Hanks Jun. 21, UT
Gilbert W. Hansen Aug. 27, UT
Wilford N. Hansen Aug. 22, UT
Trudy Hardison May 21, UT
Kent Hart Jul. 24, UT
Ruth Hemming Aug. 25, CA
D. R. Henderson Jul. 2, UT
Marvin Hill Jul. 27, UT
Thomas Hinkes Jul. 19, AZ
Judy Holt Jun. 8, TX
Kelley S. Hotchkiss (Smith) May 11, UT
Gordon Hughes Jul. 24, UT
Norma Hurst Aug. 27, UT
Timothy M. Irish Jul. 9, UT
Richard W. Jahries Jul. 28, UT
Bryce Jensen Jun. 4, UT
Elaine F. Jensen (Fergus) Jun. 10, WA
Jamie M. Jensen May 21
Rick Jensen Apr. 23, CA
George Johnson May 30, UT
Kendall L. Johnson May 21, UT
Kitty Kaplan Jul. 9, UT
Paul Keller, Jr. Aug. 1, UT
Gordon Lambert Jun. 24, WA
Catherine Liljenquist May 15, UT
Dorthy O. Lloyd (Olsen) Jul. 8, UT
Richard B. Lowe, Jr. May 20, ID
Blaine Ludwig Jul. 1, UT
John Marinoni May 29, UT
Joyce Marshall Jun. 12, UT
Ernest Mettenet Jun. 20, UT
Shirley D. Michel Jul. 8, UT
Bonnie R. Miller Dec. 3, ID
Miriam L. Monroe (Limb) Jun. 5, UT
Betty Morris May 27, UT
Larry K. Murdock Aug. 3, UT
Lynn D. Naylor May 18, UT
George Edgar Nelson Jun. 25, UT
Larry Nelson Aug. 9, UT
Scott Nelson Aug. 9, UT
Lorraine Nickerson Jun. 1, UT
Ebba Renee Nielsen Jul. 11, UT
Zoe M. Nielsen Jun. 8, UT
Marianna O. Oliver (Oddenino) 		
Jun. 26, CA
Johnel H. Orcutt Jun. 6, UT
Norma G. Otteson Aug. 22, UT
Richard Palmer May 25, WA
Claude H. Parkinson Apr. 21, UT
Reah Pehrson Jul. 8, UT
Rolan A. Perkes May 2, AZ
Wayne H. Peters Jul. 1, UT
Jan Peterson May 16
Nad A. Peterson Jun. 4, CA
Gerald L. Pett Aug. 5, UT
Pamela C. Petuskey Jun. 13, UT
Clint Powell Aug. 2, UT
Janet C. Prazen Aug. 7, UT
Edwin Proctor May 12, UT
Craig W. Pyper Aug. 26, UT
Tyler Rasch Jun. 19, UT
Rita G. Reese May 23, UT
Trenton D. Riddle May 1, UT
Joseph Ringholz May 19, CA
Clea S. Roberts Jul. 3, UT
Richard N. Roberts Jun. 10, UT
Harry C. Russell, Sr. Apr. 29, UT
Morris Sargent Jul. 16, UT
Carl J. Schlaich Jul. 27, UT
Erich Schuette Jul. 15, UT
Ruth Sears May 7, UT
Dorothy Skousen May 23, UT
Don M. Smith Aug. 17, UT
Robert F. Snyder Feb. 6, ID
Pamela Solomon Aug. 19, UT
Ralph B. Sorensen May 22, UT
Kay Spackman Jul. 29, UT
Jim Spindler Jun. 17, UT
Stuart J. Sprouse Aug. 16
Jean H. Stevenson Jul. 18, UT
John Straley Aug. 7, UT
Fred H. Stringham Jul. 5, UT
Lois C. Stubbs (Cox) Jun. 16, GA
Alton Sudweeks Jul. 1
Valentine Suprunowicz May 26, UT

Roger Swaner Jun. 2, UT
John B. Taylor Aug. 16, ID
Wilbur S. Thain Apr. 30, UT
Leon Thayn Aug. 5, UT
Alvin R. Thorup Jul. 5, UT
Carolyn Toscan May 30, UT
Carolyn Tregeagle May 1, UT
Glen Tryon Aug. 16, UT
Rebecca Turley Jul. 20, UT
Marjorie Turney Jul. 5, UT
Bessie Waki (Amano) Jun. 21, UT
Ronald W. Walker May 9, UT
Fred R. Wetzel Apr. 27, UT
Merlene Z. Wilson (Zaccaria) Apr. 29, UT
Richard Frank Wilson Jul. 17, UT
Elizabeth Witkowski Aug. 23, TX
Wayne Woolf Jun. 15, UT
Gary York May 31, UT
LaRean C. Young (Carr) Aug. 24, UT

ATTENDERS		

Alice Margo Adams Att, Jul. 6
Adele Salisbury (Richards) Att, Aug. 2
Ruth Kathleen Allen Att, Jun. 4
George M. Anderson Att, Aug. 3, UT
Robert Dahl Anderson Att, Jun. 17
Grant Babcock Att, Jul. 10, UT
Margaret Orme Bain Att, May 2
Sam H. Baker Att, Jul. 29, UT
Ann L. Barton Att, Jun. 10, UT
Ruth Beckstead (Stewart) Att, May 27
Spencer Neil Bennett Att, Aug. 6, UT
Edith M. Berry (Mower) Att, Jul. 22, UT
Robert James Bingham Att, May 27
Gregory L. Bloomer Att, May 15, UT
Ronald Dee Bodrero Att, Jul. 30
Jack Bonaquisto Att, Jun. 9
Melanie Bowen Att, Jul. 19, UT
Arlyn M. Brenchley Att, May 2
Garth Briggs Att, May 22
Vaunda L. Brower Att, Jun. 5
Ann Brown (Bennion) Att, Aug. 15
Richard James Bunderson Att, Aug. 15
Wade Allen Campbell Att, Aug. 27
Kenneth Robert Christensen Att, Aug. 2
Patricia Cook (Taylor) Att, May 11
Jon Wesley Cox Att, Jul. 14
Norman L Craig Att, May 28, UT
Ellwood Crowell, Sr. Att, Jul. 28
Kathleen Curtis Att, Jul. 17
James M. Dart, Sr. Att, Jun. 22, UT
Leslie Carter Davies Att, Jun. 15, UT
Herbert Wayne Decker Att, Jun. 24
Carl Christian DeYoung Att, Aug. 22
Kevin W. Eaton Att, May 12, UT
Mary Elizabeth VanDam Ebert Att, Jul. 12
Scott D. Edmondson Att, Jun. 29
Troy George Estep Att, Jun. 16
Cynthia Lee Etcheverry Att, Jul. 6
Grant Fausett Att, Jun. 6, UT
Edward Fila Att, Apr. 15
Fred Fisher Att, Aug. 14
Nephi Ray Fitzgerald Att, Aug. 18
Vernon Webster Flint Att, Jun. 10
Bill A. Floyd Att, Jun. 16, UT
Marie J. Francis Att, Jun. 29
Jay V. Frandsen Att, Jun. 20, UT
Kathleen Frank Att, Jul. 28
Cleone Frischknecht (Rich) Att, Aug. 27
David H. Garretson Att, Jul. 26
Vickie Marie Ghirardelli Att, May 11
Terry B. Gibson Att, May 19, UT
Richard Carol Griffith Att, Jul. 24
Kim Nolan Hales Att, Jun. 1
Sharon L. Hancey Att, Jul. 10, UT
Christina Marie Hansen Att, Apr. 29, UT
Don Brown Hardy Att, May 15
Edward Douglas Harrison Att, Jul. 10, UT
Ida Ruth Hatch (Jackson) Att, Jun. 22
JoAnne Heaps Att, Jul. 22
Brian Michael Hennard Att, Apr. 28, NC
Dorthy May Herrmann (Brown) Att,
Jun. 7
Max G. Hirschi Att, Apr. 28, UT
Paul R. Howard Att, May 22
Sybil Howard (Cook) Att, Jul. 16

Terry L. Jewkes Att, Jun. 6, UT
John Mace Johnson Att, Jul. 2
Geraldine Jonas (Pitcher) Att, May 26
Sandra V. Kidd (Van Natta) Att, Jul. 15,
TX
Ora Kintz Att, May 17
Billie L. Kostenbauer Att, May 26
Leah Kropf Aug. 3, UT
Marguarite Louise Lamb Att, May 11
Gail McKenney Larsen Att, Jun. 13
Keith A. Larsen Att, Aug. 10, UT
Stanley P. Larson Att, Jun. 17, NV
Dean M. Lloyd Att, Aug. 3
Joanna Ludwig Att, May 7
Anna Marie Martinez Att, Dec. 7, UT
Shawn Marvell Att, May 2
V’Laine B. Matthews Att, Jul. 28
Richard W. Maxwell Att, Aug. 8, UT
Martin Meyers Att, Jun. 15, ID
Joy Milano (Henderson) Att, Jul. 7, UT
Dee Miller Att, May 23, UT
Lieb Dee Miller Att, May 23
LaRita Bybee Mitchell Att, Jul. 13, CA
Dee Murphy Murphy Att, Jul. 1
Gordon Val Nielsen Att, Jul. 19
Judy Kay Nielson Att, Apr. 21, UT
Kayo Niwa Att, Nov. 23, AZ
Donald Olsen Att, May 8
Joseph A. Ori Att, Aug. 5, UT
Debra Lynn Oviatt Att, Aug. 6, UT
Garth D. Peacock Att, May 11, UT
George Perschon Att, Jul. 4
Clayton Vernon Peugh Att, Jun. 27
Virginia Fullmer Powell Att, Jun. 14
Wallace William Pratt Att, Jun. 30
Barbara Ann Price (Stewart) Att, Aug. 5
Lynn Rasmussen Att, May 6
Robert Glen Rasmussen Att, May 29, UT
Lori Ray Att, Jul. 27
Lavon J. Reed Att, Jul. 3
Randy Renfroe Att, Jul. 4, TX
Justin R. Roberts Att, Jul. 2
Joseph L. Robinett Att, May 22, UT
George Sandberg Att, Jun. 23
Nick Sarkady Att, Aug. 4, UT
Verlin Dee Searle Att, Jun. 4
P. Vicki Sherman Att, Aug. 10, UT
Bob Shiner Att, Apr. 10
Edward J. Simonich Att, Jul. 4
Vay Simper Att, Jul. 22
LaRue Hoopes Sims Att, Jun. 28
Anthony Mark Sipes Att, May 20
Elveda Smith Att, May 28
Gladys Reid Snyder Att, May 9
Robert Sorensen Att, Apr. 4
Ralph Frederick Stahley Att, May 7
Harold D. Stanley Att, Jun. 13, UT
Barbara Steffee Att, Aug. 28, UT
Donald D. Stevenson Att, Jul. 5
JoAnn Stewart Att, Apr. 24
Jerald T. Storey Att, May 21
Alan Ray Story Aug. 11, UT
Helen C. Stott Att, Jul. 10
Carolyn May Thompson (Engle) Att,
May 2
Gary Joe Tidwell Att, May 8, CO
Dorothy Secrist Urie Att, May 23, UT
Miguel Valdes Att, May 2, UT
Edmond Ray Van Orden Att, Jun. 30
Patrick Scott Waldron Att, Jul. 2
Dawna Wall May 15, UT
Kelly James Wanczyk Att, May 16
Chris M. Ware Att, Aug. 3, UT
Doyle Warren Att, May 17, UT
Brenda L. Wayman (Ockey) Att, Jun. 6,
UT
Rebekah Wells Att, Jun. 23, UT
Janice Whipple (Shaefer) Att, May 8, UT
Joyce White (Robinson) Att, Aug. 16
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